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OPPORTUNITY 
CAN BE FOUND 
IN THE MOST 
UNLIKELY PLACES
As many miners continue to divest assets, private equity fi rms have 
recognised there are opportunities to be seized.

Yet for many investors, the mining sector is unchartered territory. 
The risks are high and the losses can run into the billions.

JLT Mining understands our industry’s complex and unique challenges 
and can deliver innovative strategies to manage risk.

READY TO INVEST? LET’S GET STARTED 

JLT Mining  
Amy Gibbs, Head of Global Mining
+44 (0) 20 7558 3958
amy_gibbs@jltgroup.com

JLT MINING
Redefi ning Risk Consulting & Insurance Broking

www.jlt.com/mining
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UPfront

JLT makes impact  
in US retail market 
JLT’s expansion into the US retail market is starting to make waves, bringing 
its unique brand of specialty leadership, risk analytics and strategic advisory 
to the country.

Since opening its first offices in September 2014, JLT Specialty USA is 
currently in 12 US cities. Its staffing investment has increased 400 per cent and 
it has broadened its specialty areas in nine industries and eight product areas.

Investing in the right talent has allowed JLT Specialty USA to grow 
tremendously. This year alone it has had 205 new clients, putting its  
team on track to double its revenue in 2016. 

 According to Michael Rice, Chief Executive Officer of JLT Specialty USA,  
the broker continues to invest in its specialty capabilities for clients, finding 
creative ways to deliver simplified product solutions in core industries  
and product areas in the US. 

 For example, JLT Specialty USA’s Cyber and Analytics & Consulting 
teams have been collaborating to develop a model to support innovative 
solutions for clients. JLT has also brought its London market construction 
leadership and expertise to the US, placing insurance on 24 construction 
projects in the country with a total contract value of nearly $14 billion.

 “We continue to build deep Specialty capabilities in the US.  
When we make a decision to invest in those industry or product areas,  
we are the best in the world,” says Rice.

“JLT’s expansion into the US retail broking space comes at a time of 
continued change and consolidation across the brokerage industry,  
and as the role and profile of risk across US domiciled and global firms 
evolves,” explains Rice.

 “This convergence of factors creates an opportunity for disruptive  
change from a challenger company that can utilise and leverage market  
forces to create a value proposition to beat the industry leaders. The JLT 
approach fundamentally changes the analysis and management of risk,”  
he says. “JLT Specialty USA clients benefit from the capabilities of  
JLT Group through the global platform and specialties,” says Rice.

US EXPANSION 

For more information email douglas.turk@jltus.com

INSURANCE ACT 

Buyers call for more consistent approach to 
Insurance Act
Insurance buyers are calling on the insurance industry to provide more 
guidance on the Insurance Act, which will apply to commercial contracts 
written in the UK from 12 August. 

During this year’s Airmic conference, insurance buyers said that the 
insurers had not engaged with them and criticised them for a lack of 
guidance. However, brokers were said to be key to helping the insurance 
market develop a consistent interpretation and application of the Act.

“We need to move quickly to establish market practices in areas such as 
defining senior managers and reasonable search,” Mark Drummond Brady, 
Deputy Chief Executive of JLT Group, told delegates at the conference’s 
leadership debate.  

A recent Airmic survey found that insurance buyers were taking the Act 
seriously, with 90 per cent saying they have taken steps to comply with the 
new legislation. The survey also showed that insurers’ claims departments 
were already adopting a more challenging approach.

For more information email jltspecialty@jltgroup.com

CHARITY PARTNERSHIP

JLT teams up with Macmillan 
JLT Specialty hopes to raise £53,000 for Macmillan Cancer Support – its 
charity partner for 2016 – to help manage the growing costs of caring for 
people affected by cancer. 

We kicked off 2016 with a spate of fundraising for our new charity partner: 
Macmillan Cancer Support. From Grand National sweepstakes through to 
bake-offs, our employees have been fundraising to help raise £53,000,  
which will fund a Macmillan nurse for a year. 

Macmillan is only able to help one third of the 2.5 million people living  
with cancer in the UK – a number that is expected to rise to 4 million by 2030. 
In 2015 the cost of Macmillan supporting cancer patients was £150 million – 
98 per cent of which was generated from private donations. 

At the launch event, JLT Specialty’s Chairman, Adrian Girling,  
pledged £5,000 to the charity on behalf of the company and explained:  
“For Macmillan, the patient is at the heart of everything they do. But the cost 
of helping people affected by cancer is rising. We hope, in our own small way,  
to help Macmillan to ensure that nobody has to face cancer alone.”

For more information visit www.jltspecialty.com/macmillan
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RIO OLYMPICS 

Security and health top Rio 2016 risks
 

Security is the biggest cause of concern for Rio 2016, given crime rates in 
the country and the current threat of political unrest and protests. The risk 
of communicable disease is also a high-profile issue with fears over the Zika 
virus – a number of top golfers have withdrawn from the contest citing their 
concerns for the Zika virus.

“Media-generated fear of both health issues and security can cause 
considerable harm to an event,” says Gary Flynn, Sport Federations practice 
leader at JLT Specialty. 

“Any issues in these areas can therefore cause reputational damage and 
affect the success of an event from perceived risk far beyond the actual risk.” 

In the lead-up to the Rio 2016 Olympics games there has been a lot of 
media coverage of securities, health and corruption concerns.

Event owners and organisers are principally concerned for the safety of 
the participants and spectators and that the event goes ahead as planned, 
says Flynn.

As well as being a risk to participants and spectators, security and 
communicable disease can also result in cancellation, abandonment or 
postponements. Other hazards include strikes, terrorism, weather, natural 
catastrophe, venue damage, power failure and a host of other things. 

Cancellation is an important exposure for many involved in the Olympics, 
especially given the high values associated with such events. The London 
Olympics generated some £9.9 billion of revenue, although Rio 2016 may  
not achieve such highs.

For more information email gary_flynn@jltgroup.com

BREXIT

MASTERPIECE  

JLT Specialty supports Masterpiece Awards
JLT Specialty further demonstrated its engagement with art, antiques and 
design by sponsoring the Masterpiece Awards 2016. Our stand at the fair 
was overseen by a multidisciplinary team – led by our Fine Art, Jewellery and 
Specie team and also supported by Marine (superyachts), Haywards (private 
aviation) and Financial Lines, who all took clients to the fair.

Showcasing works that span over 5,000 years of art history, from 
antiquity to the present day, the fair has become a must-attend event at the 
heart of London’s busy summer art and auction season.

David Gordon, CEO of the Fine Art, Jewellery and Specie Division within JLT 
Specialty, says: “Our sponsorship of this international event further demonstrates 
our commitment to companies involved with fine art, jewellery and specie at a 
time when their risk profile and insurance needs are changing rapidly.”

To read more about JLT Specialty and the Fine Art, Jewellery and 
Specie business lines, see Thinking Ahead on page 30

Traditional risk management practices should help 
companies manage the risks of Brexit, says the UK risk 
and insurance management association.

Within hours of the UK’s decision to leave the EU, 
Airmic outlined five steps for its members to follow: 

1. Identifying areas of the business that may be impacted
2. Establishing cross-functional groups 
3. Preparing a plan for short-term market risk 
4. Scenario planning 
5. Briefing the board.
Brexit will now feature on the principal list of risks for 

most organisations, says Airmic.
Airmic also believes that the vote to leave presents 

an opportunity for risk managers to demonstrate their 

relevance and the scope of their skills – a view shared 
by Jo Willaert, President of the Federation of European 
Risk Management Associations (FERMA), who says: 
“Risk managers have an important role to play to help 
companies navigate this new environment and, with their 
risk management expertise, support the implementation 
of appropriate measures until a new relationship between 
the UK and the EU is established.”

Responding to the vote, Lloyd’s Chief Executive Inga 
Beal says that London can remain the world’s insurance 
capital after Brexit. Lloyd’s is now engaging with the 
government to lobby for the continuation of passporting 
rights for UK insurers, although contingency plans are in 
place to enable the market to trade should they be lost.

For more information email hamish_roberts@jltgroup.com

Risk managers have key role  
in managing Brexit
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Outlook on the insurance market

The specialty insurance 
market remains highly 
competitive with continued 

rate reductions across almost all 
lines. But the ‘race to the bottom’ 
seems to be entering the final lap, 
as the rate of reductions has been 
slowing in many lines of business 
at recent renewals, and the long-
term outlook points to a potential 
bottoming out of the market.

Supported by benign catastrophe 
losses and positive reserve releases, 
most insurers reported excellent 
results for 2015 and also Q1 2016.  
However, when adjusted for 
normalised catastrophe losses and 
reserve developments, combined 
ratios for many insurers would have 
been above 100 per cent. Insurers are 
clearly facing more challenging times 
ahead. The reserve tank appears to 

be emptying, margins look slim and a 
low-yield environment persists. 

Some major carriers have already 
been forced to strengthen reserves 
and re-position certain books of 
business. Insurers also appear 
to be changing their reinsurance 
purchasing strategies, which could 
potentially filter down to the primary 
insurance rating environment.

While market conditions remain 
the top topic for insurance buyers, 
they have plenty of other challenges 
to deal with, including some emerging 
exposures and legislative changes. 
Demand for cyber insurance 
continues to increase, with tougher 
data protection rules and greater 
awareness, while the terrorism 
threat has also evolved and grown 
significantly in recent years. Cyber 
risk remains poorly understood, 

while terrorism risk has its own 
set of challenges. Developments 
in modelling and high levels of 
competition in both these markets 
should ensure continued innovation 
and availability of coverage. 

While rate is a key determinate 
when evaluating insurance purchase 
decisions, the value weighting 
given to price should be lower 
as the market nears bottom. 
Claims payment, terms and 
conditions, counter party security 
and accumulation risk should all 
be rising factors when selecting 
insurance partners. There are also 
good opportunities for insurance 
buyers to secure advantageous deal 
structures. Insurers are looking to be 
more creative and insurance buyers 
can obtain long-term solutions on 
favourable terms. 

Words by PAUL KNOWLES,
Chief Executive Officer of JLT Specialty

MARKETinsight



As large reductions become 

harder to achieve, some aviation 

insurance buyers have started to 

place more emphasis on stability 

and budget certainty. It is prudent 

for insurance buyers to consider 

the value they are getting from 

the insurance market and move 

to crystallise this through  

hedging structures.

Aerospace

NIGEL WEYMAN 

CEO of  Aerospace, 
JLT Specialty
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The slump in commodity prices 

and a slowing of the Chinese 

economy has hit the already-soft 

cargo insurance market. The low 

oil price has resulted in a sizable 

reduction of limit purchased by 

some insurance buyers. Many 

buyers are under increased 

more selective about the insurance 

they buy. In some cases buyers 

have decided not to renew excess 

layers and have forgone additional 

coverages, such as terrorism in 

low-risk territories.

Market conditions continue 

to dominate the cargo insurance 

market, and recent consolidation 

among insurers has done little to 

change the situation. Buyers with 

good risks can expect reductions  

 

the market cannot be far away. 

Automotive cargo is one area 

where underwriters are more wary 

and where capacity has reduced, 

following the loss of thousands of 

new vehicles in the explosions at the 

Chinese port city of Tianj in in August 

car carrier losses.

Some buyers realise that  

rate reductions may not be 

sustainable for much longer.  

Many are placing more emphasis 

on getting more from their insurers, 

in terms of broader wordings and 

better services.

f nancial pressure and are being 

in 2016, although the bottom of 

2015, combined with several large 

Tips f or buyers

Insurance buyers who have 

locked in at today ’s policy 

wordings and market conditions 

will be the winners when 

commodity prices turn.  

The market is willing to offer  

two- and three-year policies,  

and more and more clients  

are showing interest.

Cargo

JAY PAYNE 

Senior Partner, Cargo, 
JLT Specialty

Increasing competition in the 

construction insurance market is 

resulting in greater creativity, both in 

terms of product and service offering.

underwriters have shown more 

willingness to develop new products 

and coverage and are receptive to 

new ideas. Insurance buyers can 

expect to see new products that 

look to address their risks, including 

those that go beyond physical 

exposures. More capacity has entered 

the construction market, through 

new entrants and established 

players increasing their capacity. 

The latest signs of softening 

to emerge have been insurers’ 

willingness to accept lower 

deductibles and offer value-added 

services, such as enhanced risk 

management and claims handling.

Despite economic slowdown in 

some emerging markets, demand 

for construction insurance in the 

London market remains high.  

Sharp reductions in commodity 

prices have hit activity in the oil and 

gas and mining sectors, resulting 

in a decline in premium volumes 

for insurers in these sectors. 

Infrastructure projects continue to 

There has been talk of a 

bottoming of market terms, but so far 

we have seen little evidence of this.

In 2016 construction 

provide a strong f ow of business.

Tips f or buyers

Whether the market is soft or 

hard, clients should continue 

to get directly involved in their 

insurance risk transfer. Those that 

take the time to meet insurers 

carriers respond more positively.

and present their risks will fnd 

Construction

ALISTAIR URQUHART

|

Head of  Construction Broking, 
JLT Specialty

JULY 2016 

Increasing geo-political volatility 

has driven demand for credit and 

political risk insurance. Yet ample 

capacity and strong competition 

between insurers is keeping rates 

close to historic lows. 

Renewals are generally being 

achieved in line with policyholders’ 

expectations, with repeat buyers of 

the product being favoured ahead 

of new entrants, as insurers gain 

comfort from their proven track 

records. New transactions with 

existing buyers in the market are 

also being well supported as a 

drives competition.

Despite major terrorist attacks 

and terrorism losses have not been 

of business interruption claims may 

change this.

In contrast, the slump in 

commodity prices has seen claims 

activity increase for credit and 

political risk insurers. The value of 

these claims is still nowhere near 

the billions of dollars paid out by the 

insurance market in the aftermath 

unclear is the impact of these losses 

on the reinsurance market and the 

effect on recoveries, which have 

traditionally underpinned insurers’ 

comfort with this class of business.
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continuing inf ux of new capacity 

in Europe in 2016, political violence 

signif cant, although the adjustment 

of the f nancial crisis. But what’s 

 

Tips f or buyers

Companies need to ensure that 

they have adequate protocols 

and procedures to manage an 

employee or customer incident, 

particularly for expatriates and 

business travellers abroad. 

Overall, there has never been a 

better time or greater need to 

engage with this marketplace.

CPS

NICK ROBSON

CEO of  Credit, Political &  
Security Risks, JLT Specialty

MARKET INSIGHT  |  

The aviation insurance market is still 

highly competitive, but some airlines 

renewals are likely to be tougher this 

year with underwriters differentiating 

more between risks. Several airlines 

will have already hit close to rock 

bottom in terms of prices, and they 

are unlikely to see the major savings 

that others may enjoy such as those 

Sustained softening, if it were 

to continue, would spell a potential 

crisis for the industry later on. 

Attritional losses are a real concern: 

values have increased and modern 

engines and aircraft are now far 

more complex and expensive to 

repair. Also, the industry’s premium 

base has been eroded by year-

on-year price reductions, while 

deductibles are so out-of-date they 

are out of line with today’s values.

If the market were to continue 

down the path of extreme 

uneconomic trading, the greater the 

eventual market correction will need 

to be. Large losses, or an external 

event that draws capital elsewhere, 

could lead to unwelcomed rate 

increases that go far beyond  

airline budgets.  

could f nd large reductions are 

harder to f nd in 2016. 

Renewals at the start of 2016, 

much like those at the end of 2015, 

saw signif cant reductions. But 

with signif cant growth.

Tips f or buyers



Cyber Risk

SARAH STEPHENS 

Head of  Cyber, Technology  
and Media E&O, JLT Specialty

The highly competitive market 

insurance seems unlikely to be upset 

by a massive settlement under Dutch 

collective settlement procedures 

and further revelations from the 

motor manufacturing sector.

settlement ever under Dutch 

collective settlement procedures. 

The settlement, which related 

of ABN-Amro, was funded by D&O 

The settlement will not move the 

soft D&O insurance market. But it 

is likely to make Dutch collective 

settlement procedures a more 

attractive mechanism for other 

shareholder groups. For example, 

a Dutch Foundation is looking at a 

global settlement for Volkswagen 

(VW) over the motor manufacturer’s 

emissions testing scandal. 

Concerns were raised in April 

that there is still more to come on 

emissions in the motor industry, 

when Mitsubishi became the latest 

car manufacturer to admit cheating 

on fuel economy tests. 

Following the announcement, 

Japan’s sixth-largest manufacturer’s 

 

value and witnessed a halving 

of orders for its cars. No doubt 

shareholder litigation and regulatory 

investigations will follow. 

for directors’ and off cers’ (D&O) 

On 14 March, shareholders 

in Fortis agreed a €1.2 billion 

settlement – the largest investor 

to the pre-f nancial crisis acquisition 

insurers to the tune of €290 million. 

share price lost 45 per cent of its 

Tips f or buyers

The UK D&O insurance market 

is still incredibly soft, and an 

oversupply of capacity continues 

to drive competitive tension. 

Buyers should look at the 

sustainability of their insurance 

programmes, from both an insurer 

capacity and pricing perspective. 

D&O Liability

KURT ROTHMANN 

Head of  Management Liability,  
JLT Specialty

Falling rates for energy insurance, 

when the premium and claims 

equation is in or close to equilibrium, 

cannot be sustainable over the  

long term.

In the upstream energy 

insurance market, a combination of 

the low oil price and rate reductions 

cent reduction in premium income 

for some underwriters on a year-on-

Widespread lay-ups and 

substantial decrease in values are 

decimating the contractor sector. 

On the exploration and production 

side, meanwhile, drilling activity has 

been dramatically curtailed and 

construction income has dropped 

to virtually nothing. More alarmingly 

for insurers, rates in offshore 

construction have now plummeted 

The only real sector showing 

any resistance to rate reduction is 

in the US Gulf of Mexico-named 

windstorm arena, but reductions 

are being achieved, albeit at a lower 

level. With forecasters predicting 

be the most dangerous and costly 

for the US in more than a decade.

In the downstream market, 

excess capacity and light losses 

have also seen underwriting 

discipline soften, with rate reductions 

has resulted in an estimated 40 per 

year basis from 2014 to 2015, with 

further reductions to come in 2016.

to levels last seen in 1999. 

active hurricane seasons for 2016 

and 2017, the next two years could 

of between 5 and 25 points. 

Tips f or buyers

The energy casualty market 

continues to recognise reductions 

in insureds’ exposures with 

reduced premiums at renewal. 

However, the range of premium 

reductions available will depend 

on the insureds’ ability to evidence 

any decreases in exposure. 

Energy

JOHN COOPER

8

Chief  Operating Offi cer of  Energy, 
JLT Specialty

Trade sanctions and piracy remain 

hot topics for ship owners and for 

marine insurance. With the lifting of 

nuclear-related sanctions in January 

there has been widespread interest 

in trade with Iran, but key  

US sanctions remain in place. 

If anything, growing economic 

interest in Iran has made the issue 

of sanctions even more prevalent 

in recent months. Compliance with 

trade sanctions remains complex 

and bureaucratic for individual 

insurers. And ship owners’ individual 

insurers are required to contact their 

own due diligence on calls to Iran, 

which is extremely time-consuming. 

Despite a reduction in 

successful pirate attacks in the 

Indian Ocean, piracy is still a threat. 

In particular, policyholders trading 

the Gulf of Guinea are advised to 

extend their kidnap and ransom 

(K&R) cover to include crew on land. 

Pirates in the Gulf of Guinea 

have been holding crews hostage, 

putting them beyond the scope  

of most marine war policies.  

And while East Africa piracy has 

without worldwide K&R cover 

should make sure their K&R 

insurance incepts as soon as  

they enter the Indian Ocean.

RISKspecialist

reduced signif cantly, policyholders 

  

Tips f or buyers

    

The marine market remains 

favourable for ship owners 

with a continued large supply 

of capacity and a benign loss 

environment. The bottom of the 

market, however, if not already 

here, may not be far away. 

Consequently, long-term policies 

are being placed to maximise  

 

market conditions. 
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Marine

SEAN WOOLLERSON

Senior Partner, Marine,  
JLT Specialty
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Despite price increases in 2015, 

believed to be the f rst to cause 

Panamanian law f rm Mossack 

advisors and f nancial institutions. 

the cyber insurance market remains 

stable and demand is rising. 

Insurance buyers have become 

more familiar with their exposures, 

and the stand-alone cyber insurance 

product, and are purchasing broader 

primary cover and higher limits.  

New cyber threats continue 

to attract media attention, raising 

awareness of the potential scope 

of cyber exposures. For example, 

a cyber attack against a Ukrainian 

utility company in December, 

a blackout, is a reminder of 

the potential for large business 

interruption losses from a breach. 

And the data breach at 

Fonseca has implications for 

professional liability risk. The 

subsequent release of Mossack 

Fonseca client information highlights 

how a cyber attack could result in a 

raft of liability claims against multiple 

As a result , professional liability 

underwriters may seek to exclude or 

limit cover for cyber-related events, or 

underwrite such exposures differently. 

Tips f or buyers

The long-debated new EU General 

Data Protection Regulation will 

EU in May 2018. While companies 

have two years to prepare before 

the new privacy and breach rules 

are implemented, they should 

start thinking about the insurance 

implications much sooner. 

Purchasing cyber insurance for the 

process, while the latency of 

breach discovery means that it is 

best to have cyber cover in place 

at least a year in advance. 

introduce breach notif cation 

requirements and f nes across the 

f rst time can be a time-consuming 



M&A

TERESA JONES 

Partner, Mergers & Acquisitions, 
JLT Specialty

Following a recent spike in large 

losses, some specialist power 

underwriters are re-evaluating  

their positions. 

The increased frequency of 

large losses over the past eight 

months, originating from various 

concern among power underwriters 

operating on already thin margins. 

This loss frequency spike could 

act as a brake on the downward 

trend in pricing. But a hardening of 

rates seems unlikely, given the high 

levels of capacity and competition 

from new entrants in the market. 

No doubt established players in 

further rate reductions. However, 

new entrants and the generalist 

property market (which mostly 

avoided the recent run of losses) are 

likely to be more accommodating. 

Cyber risk has been another 

evolving trend in the power market. 

malicious cyber breach, when 

malware was used against a 

Ukrainian utility company to 

remotely switch breakers and  

cause an outage. 

In response to this growing 

threat, insurers have been developing 

insurance products designed to 

provide cover for resultant physical 

damage and business interruption 

following an attack.

causes – including f ood, f re, and 

machinery breakdown – has caused 

the power market will f ght against 

In December 2015 the sector 

witnessed its f rst documented 

Tips f or buyers

Long-term relationships and 

real value in the power market. 

However, attention must be paid 

to new entrants, where they 

present high levels of security  

and have a reputation for good 

claim settlement.

class-specifc expertise hold 

Power

SONIA CAAMAÑO 

Senior Partner, Specialty Property 
& Casualty, JLT Specialty

The commercial property and 

casualty (P&C) insurance market 

shows no signs of change, despite 

 

Storms Desmond and Eva 

swept across the UK in December, 

causing extensive damage 

of England and Scotland. The 

industry loss from the two storms 

with some JLT Specialty utility ,  

food and manufacturing clients  

 

Insurers appear to view 

for the course, however, with 

no change in rates or terms and 

conditions for UK property risks. 

Losses were relatively benign 

coupled with positive reserve 

developments, most insurers 

with some even reporting record 

underwriting results. 

As a result the P&C market 

renewal. Further reductions are 

 

large UK f ood losses at the end 

of 2015. 

and f ooding in the North East 

is estimated at around £1.5 billion, 

in the UK suffering signif cant 

f ood damage. 

December’s f ood losses as par 

for 2015 as a whole. And when 

produced healthy prof ts in 2015, 

continues to soften. In the f rst half 

of 2016 many accounts achieved 

reductions of 25-30 per cent at 

likely in 2016.

Tips f or buyers

One notable change for 

renewals later in 2016 is the 

implementation of the UK’s 

Insurance Act, which needs to 

be understood and respected. 

Insurance buyers should be as 

well prepared as possible, but 

this is an issue that has been on 

the agenda for some time and 

should already be built into their 

renewals and our existing way  

of working.

Property & Casualty

MATTHEW GRIMWADE

Head of  Placement, Specialty 
Property & Casualty, JLT Specialty

|
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The real estate insurance market 

continues to follow the general 

market cycle of reducing rates and 

increasing capacity among existing 

providers, with new entrants 

looking like maintaining this trend. 

Pressures around the level 

of premium recovered from 

occupiers continues apace, with 

an expanding roster of consultants 

providing advice and benchmarking 

to the tenant community. 

Although no major losses have 

occurred in the sector in the last 

year, if attritional losses continue as 

they have begun, insurers will again 

We continue to see the use of 

insurance as a business tool rather 

than just protection of assets. The 

legal indemnity products available, 

in particular ‘Right to Light’, are 

now becoming the norm rather 

than the occasional purchase and 

are helping to facilitate transactions 

and development projects. 

We are seeing more and more 

traction on these products and 

requests by lenders pre drawdown. 

As well as legal indemnities, M&A 

insurance products are also being 

widely used to smooth SPV and 

company acquisitions, both as 

warranty and indemnity wraps  

and tax liability protection.

 

struggle to generate any signif cant 

underwriting prof ts across their 

book in 2016.

 

Tips f or buyers

Companies should continue 

to mitigate the risks as far as 

reasonably possible, working with 

their chosen broker and insurer 

through agreed risk management 

strategies to ensure they continue 

to secure the widest possible 

coverage at the most  

competitive price. 

Real Estate

NIGEL TODD 

Head of  European Real Estate,  
JLT Specialty

MARKET INSIGHT  |  

An inf ux of new players into the 

In 2015 the M&A insurance 

exceptional growth, with a 45 per 

compared with 2014. There are now 

16 insurers offering M&A insurance 

in the UK and Europe, with up to $1 

billion of capacity available per deal – 

While 2015 experienced a 

line has started to fall in 2016 – 

1 per cent compared with the more 

usual 1.5 per cent. Competition 

mergers and acquisitions (M&A) 

insurance market is creating greater 

choice and improved terms and 

conditions for insurance buyers. 

market underwent another year of 

cent increase in written premium 

more than double what was available 

two years ago.

temporary contraction in capacity 

as underwriters moved between 

insurers, a healthy level of 

competition has returned. Rate on 

some deals are achieving prices of 

has also resulted in a reduction 

in retention levels, and some real 

estate insurance buyers have even 

achieved zero retention rates. 

Insurance has become an 

established part of M&A transactions 

across a range of sectors. Real 

estate continues to account for the 

largest proportion of transactions, 

but other sectors have increased 

their usage of the cover, particularly 

manufacturing and tech/telecoms.

Tips f or buyers

The M&A insurance market 

past year, making it even more 

challenging for insurance buyers 

to assess the greater number  

of options and insurers. 

Assistance and advice to 

understand the market and 

insurer differentiation are essential 

to get the best solution.

has grown signifcantly in the 
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CLAIMS
management

finding a smoother process
Risk manager surveys regularly highlight concerns over the length of the claims 
process and delays in payment. So JLT Specialty held a roundtable to discuss the 

need for better education, communication and wider use of claims protocols.

Words by TONY DOWDING

Insurance only has value if the 
insured company can make a  
valid claim and receive payment  

in full, and in good time. But there is  
a perception among many risk 
managers that the claims process  
takes too long, and payments are  
often delayed, particularly with  
business interruption claims.

Part of this perception may be 
due to a lack of understanding of the 
complexities of the claims process,  
says Jonathan Haysom, Head of 
Specialty Property and Casualty 
claims and wordings at JLT Specialty. 
“Some risk managers, even at large 

organisations, may not have had a big 
claim before, so it can be an unknown 
entity for them.”

Candy Holland, Managing Director  
of Echelon Claims Consultants,  
agrees that there isn’t enough 
knowledge or awareness and, as 
a result, risk managers may have 
unrealistic expectations of the claims 
process. “Every claim goes through the 
same process – it will be investigated, 
quantified and validated by insurers 
before being paid. And you can get 
hold-ups at any point in that process. 
We help our clients understand what  
to expect as well as providing them  

with hands-on support throughout  
the claim.”

Yet there are also a handful of 
slow payers in the market. And the 
experience of a slow payment can affect 
how risk managers then feel generally 
about the insurance market. Patrick 
Harrington, Head of Construction Claims 
at JLT Specialty, says: “Where risk 
managers state there is a problem with 
the market paying claims, it tends to be 
the odd example of where they have had 
a painful coverage situation. They may 
not understand the claims process so it 
feels long, especially if there are major 
issues or an investigation.” 
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The bigger the claim, the more 
closely the insurer is going to look 
at it, notes Carey Lynn, Head of 
Financial Lines Group Claims at  
JLT Specialty. “The claim will need 
to be escalated to more senior 
people, the insurer will be under 
more pressure to go through the 
wording and make sure that they 
should be covering it, and sometimes 
this can take time and frustrate risk 
managers,” she says. “And with risks 
becoming more global, with different 
jurisdictions involved and documents 
in different languages, the process can 
take longer.”

Sometimes insured individuals 
within the company who have 
the benefit of the cover may not 
properly understand exactly what 
the policy is designed to do as they 
would not have been involved in the 
purchasing or negotiation, adds Lynn. 
“For directors’ and officers’ liability 
insurance, for example, there are 
many individuals in a business that 
could come forward and claim on that 
policy, so we might not be dealing 
with a risk manager but with someone 
who may never have seen the policy 
previously and may not understand 
the intention of the cover.” 

Claims handling is undoubtedly a 
major potential area of differentiation 
for insurers. When risk managers 
consider insurers for their programmes, 
a lot want to know what the different 
insurers’ claims service is like, and 
ask JLT Specialty to rank insurers 
in terms of different aspects of the 
claims service, says Lynn, which can 
influence whether or not they will go 
with an insurer.

Insurers are trying to differentiate 
themselves on claims, says Leo 
Dixon, Chief Operating Officer at 
Integra Technical Services. “They 
compete, in the first instance, on 
price and, when price has gone, 
insurers differentiate themselves via 
their claims proposition. In the last 
two years, in particular, a number of 
insurers have been either publishing 
their own claims commitments 
or signing up to brokers’ claims 
promises, looking to ‘raise the bar’ in 
terms of their claims service, which 
must be good news for the insureds.  

Insurers appear to be increasingly 
aware of the positive opportunity 
paying claims can present, says 
Jonathan Blackstaffe, Oil Rig Technical 
Lead at AIG. “From a reputation point 
of view, it is much better for us to pay 
claims, and pay quickly. If there is a 
problem with a claim, it is my job as 
an insurer to explain that properly to 
a client and try to work with them to 
resolve the situation. It is important 
when dealing with a complicated issue 
that the insurer sits with the client to 
explain the procedure, enable both 
parties to outline the pressures they 
face and better understand each 
other, and try to resolve any issues.”

Role of the broker
The broker’s role is vital in the  
whole claims process. Above all,  
it is about trust and communication, 
and involves a continual education 
process, says Harrington. “As we go 
through the life of the claim, we should 
use the opportunity wherever we can 
to talk to clients about the process, 
and lessons that can be learned from  
a bad claims experience.”

Pre-emptive planning

The claims process can be improved and speeded up through the 
use of several tools, including loss scenario planning and policy 
stress-testing. These are used in advance of a claim to give greater 
confidence to stakeholders, to prepare for a claim and to test the 
policy wording, says Candy Holland, Managing Director of Echelon 
Claims Consultants. 

“It can be a challenge to explain to clients why this is so 
important. Some clients say they don’t have the time and resources 
to spend on worrying about something that might never happen.  
The usual response is that they will worry about it if, and when, 
they have a claim. But by then it’s too late to put in place the right 
processes or remedy any issues with the policy wording. It’s all about 
being prepared and comes back to the need for better education and 
awareness on claims issues,” Holland says. 

Insureds who’ve presented complex claims to the international 
insurance and reinsurance markets and felt frustration in the claims 
investigation process have an acute awareness of the value of 
pre-loss scenario workshops and the value they can bring to the 
presentation and adjustment of an insurance claim, says Leo Dixon, 
Chief Operating Officer at Integra Technical Services. “But insureds 
who haven’t experienced submitting a complex claim to the market 
don’t have that perspective and perhaps don’t see the benefit of 
investing time before a loss with their leading claims insurers, claims 
brokers and loss adjusters to build relationships and understanding 
of the claims process, despite being the insureds who would benefit 
most from doing so.”

Brokers should try to improve their clients’ understanding of 
claims and coverage before a loss happens, whether via pre-loss 
scenario testing, or simply running through some of the key exclusions 
and conditions and limitations within the policy wording, says Felix 
Ukaegbu, Partner at JLT Specialty.  

“The client may just see the policy wording as a necessary evil, 
without really appreciating what it means for them in practice. It is key 
for us to take the opportunity before a loss happens to sit down with 
the risk manager, if possible, and help them to understand the key 
facets of the cover they have bought. Sometimes it is not possible 
because of time constraints, but even providing them with a short 
document can help and perhaps allow the risk manager to circulate  
it within their business,” Ukaegbu says.

 From left to right: Jonathan Blackstaffe, Oil Rig Technical Lead, AIG; Carey Lynn, 
Head of Financial Lines Group Claims, JLT Specialty; Felix Ukaegbu, Specialty Property & 
Casualty Wordings Executive, JLT Specialty; Leo Dixon, Chief Operating Officer, Integra 
Technical Services; Jonathan Haysom, Head of Specialty Property & Casualty Claims and 
Wordings, JLT Specialty; Patrick Harrington, Head of Construction Claims, JLT Specialty; 
Candy Holland, Managing Director of Echelon Claims Consultants.

“With risks becoming more global, 
with different jurisdictions involved  
and documents in different languages, 
the process can take longer.”
Carey Lynn, Head of Financial Lines Group Claims at JLT Specialty
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“ Every claim goes through the 
same process. We help our clients 
understand what to expect as well 
as providing them with hands-on 
support throughout the claim.”
Candy Holland, Managing Director of Echelon Claims Consultants
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 “They may have their CFO 
putting pressure on them, and 
asking ‘why isn’t this covered?’  
We should be helping the client  
to understand exactly what it is  
they should be saying internally,  
standing alongside them, with  
the CFO, explaining the issues,  
with the account executive.”

Part of the broker’s role is to 
ensure that clients get to know the 
carriers’ claims people as well as  
the underwriters, adds Harrington.

One of risk managers’ big 
challenges concerns the large amount 
of information necessary to verify their 
claim. Risk managers that are making 
a claim are generally in a difficult 
position in their business.

 Following a loss, they will be 
desperately trying to focus on 
getting their business back up and 
running. While trying to restore their 
business’s operational capabilities, 
they are asked to provide an 
enormous amount of documentation 
to evidence their claim – which they 
can find overwhelming, says Holland. 

“They do not have the 
manpower, they don’t understand 
what they are expected to do, so a 
large claim can easily create a log 
jam. The insurer and adjuster might 
want to move things along and 
progress the claim, but they may  
find it difficult because they don’t get 
the information from the policyholder 
that they need. That is where we 
come in and help the policyholder, 
by providing them with the resources 
and expertise to manage that 
process,” says Holland.

The broker should establish 
with the insurer from the outset 
specifically what coverage issues 
(if any) they may be looking at. 
And when it comes to information 
requests, says Lynn, the role of the 
broker “is to push back on irrelevant 
requests, and to only allow requests 
for information that are key to the 
coverage issues and the claims.”

Claims protocols
Some industry figures consider  
the greater use of claims protocols 
to be one solution to avoid potential 
delays and hold-ups. Indeed, the chair 
of Airmic’s claims focus group has 
said they would like them to be normal 
practice, rather than the exception. 

Claims protocols can certainly 
help to smooth the claims process, 
but they are not particularly common, 
though some sectors are better than 
others at having them in place.

Being not that common, there 
isn’t a recognised template for what 
claims protocols should contain, 
says Felix Ukaegbu, Specialty 
Property and Casualty Wordings 
Executive at JLT Specialty. “They 
are done on an ad hoc basis and 
vary greatly. Clearly, they need to 
be tailored to an extent, but there 
are certain things that could be 
standardised for different classes  
of business, or size of client. 

“More attention should be 
paid to how claims protocols are 
configured with policy wordings. 
We sometimes see an incongruity 
between what is set out in the 
framework of the protocol and  

what is expressly prescribed for  
in the policy wording, so more  
work needs to be done to make 
claims protocols fit for purpose,” 
Ukaegbu says.

This is another reason why 
claims teams and policy wording 
teams need to work together to 
ensure that the various insurance 
documents are aligned with one 
another and leave no room for 
ambiguity, Ukaegbu says.

When it comes to claims,  
the overall message is that there 
needs to be better communication, 
better co-ordination, and a greater 
understanding from all sides of the 
issues and pressures involved. ■

Common pitfalls/blocks

Wording interpretation and coverage issues are two of the most 
common causes of payment delays. Another cause is the insured not 
providing the right information. This may not necessarily be the client 
consciously withholding information – it may be that a client receives 
a huge document request list and they simply don’t know where to 
look to provide that information, especially if it is their first big claim. 
As a result, they might provide non-relevant documents and not 
include others.

On large, complex losses it might be necessary for there to 
be a multiplicity of experts so insurers can be looking to get reports in 
from forensics providers, lawyers and adjusters, and that can be time-
consuming. The initial investigation into an admission of liability can take a 
long time. And insurers will have internal regulation and compliance issues 
that must be adhered to that may delay the process.

And then there is the placement of risk, which has changed over 
the years. Leo Dixon, Chief Operating Officer at Integra Technical 
Services, says: “In the early 2000s, there was still a ‘follow the lead’ 
approach in the underwriting and claims insurer fraternities meaning 
brokers could get decisions on claims from the leading claims 
insurers in a short space of time, however there was then a long 
period of delay whilst the claims payment was processed and issued.  
Today the opposite is true. The claims payment processing time is 
much, much shorter but, as a result of the increasing number of  
‘off-slips’ introduced at the placement stage of the risk stating certain 
individual insurers be claims agreement parties for their own share of 
the risk, the decision making time required by leading claims insurers 
has increased significantly.  

One of the main problems comes when there is an unclear 
coverage situation and, as a result, insurers have difficulty 
acknowledging coverage and paying any money, says Jonathan 
Blackstaffe, Oil Rig Technical Lead at AIG. “If it is something 
particularly difficult and hard to establish, then you can have months 
of trying to establish exactly what happened before insurers feel 
comfortable paying any money. In this situation, it is particularly 
important that insurers engage with the insured to explain the status 
of their claim.”

For more information  
jonathan_haysom@jltgroup.com

Tony Dowding specialises in commercial 
insurance and risk management with 30 
years’ experience.

“Claims teams and policy wording 
teams need to work together to ensure 
that the various insurance documents 
are aligned with one another and  
leave no room for ambiguity.”
Felix Ukaegbu, Specialty Property and Casualty Wordings Executive 
at JLT Specialty
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terrorism
the shifting kaleidoscope
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In the last ten years terrorism attacks in Europe have evolved considerably and 
now cause more loss of life and economic damage than traditional property 

damage. Can risk managers and the insurance industry keep up with the threat?

Eight out of ten (82 per cent) 
people in the UK expect a 
terrorist attack in the UK in 

the next 12 months, according to a 
survey in April by BMG Research. 
For the prospects over the next five 
years, that rises to almost nine in ten 
(87 per cent). 

This accords with expert opinion. 
An open letter in April signed by 
two former Metropolitan Police 
Commissioners, its former Head 
of Counter Terrorism, and a former 
Home Secretary warned that recent 
attacks on Brussels and Paris were 
a “wake up call” for others. The UK’s 
threat level set by its intelligence 
service MI5 has been ‘severe’ since 
August 2014. 

The UK has escaped a mass 
terrorist attack since the London 
bombings in July 2005. Mainland 
Europe has been less fortunate.  
In a statement released in January, 
following the November 2015 
shootings and bombings in Paris, 
EU law enforcement agency Europol 
noted: “Europe is currently facing  
the most significant terrorist threat  
in over ten years.”

As a statement by Federation 
of European Risk Management 
Associations (FERMA) after that attack 
noted, the attacks “focus attention on 
the importance of managing this risk 
for the security of our organisations 
and society as a whole”. 

Global threat
The terrorism threat is changing. 
As Europol noted, the Paris attacks 
signalled a significant shift in the 
strategy of Islamic State (IS) – which 
was previously focused on gaining 
and retaining territory in Iraq and 
Syria – a “shift towards a broader 
strategy of IS going global”. 

Analysis by CNN journalists in 
March shows that, since declaring 
a caliphate in June 2014, IS has 
been, directly or as an inspiration, 

responsible, for more than 70 
attacks in 20 countries outside Iraq 
and Syria. Many have been in the 
Middle East and North Africa, but 
Europe and North America have also 
been frequent targets. For example, 
the man responsible for the Orlando 
nightclub shooting in June – the 
deadliest incident of violence against 
LGBT people in US history, and the 
deadliest US terrorist attack since 
9/11 – had “pledged allegiance to 
IS” (although the CIA said that it had 
not been “able to uncover any link”  
between the shooter and IS).

There is little reason to expect this 
to change, says Andy Taylor-Preston, 
Senior Consultant, Credit, Political 
and Security Risk at JLT Specialty. 

“Globally the number of 
terrorism-related attacks continues 
at an alarming pace. In the past  
12 months there have been 
numerous attacks across Africa 
and Asia along with four attacks in 
the United States – San Bernadino 
in December 2015, Dallas in May 
2015, Chattanooga in July 2015, 
and Orlando June 2016.”  

Trying to predict where the next 
attack will occur is an impossible 
task but it seems there is now an 
acceptance by many that Europe 
may continue to experience more 
incidents. Factors that fuel such 
fears include the migrant crisis; 
nationals returning from fighting 
in either Iraq or Syria motivated 
and trained; and the persistent 

home-grown threat from extant 
communities despite intense  
scrutiny from intelligence agencies.

The type of attack can be 
as challenging to predict as the 
location, as indicated by the attack 
during the Bastille Day celebrations 
in Nice, where a lorry smashed into 
a crowd, killing at least 84 people. 
Active shooter/marauding attacks 
have been favoured recently as  
they are simple to plan, easy to 
equip with minimal preparation  
and achieve the aim of mass 
casualty and economic disruption.  

However, as witnessed in Turkey, 
suicide attacks and vehicle-borne 
improvised explosive devices 
(VBIED) remain a possibility.  
For the foreseeable future the global 
threat outlook remains unchanged.  
Regardless of country exposures, 
organisations need to be prepared 
for marauding gunmen attacks that 
create ‘lockdown’ situations, while 
anticipating changes in trends.

Changing threat
The UK and various other European 
countries have experience of 
sustained bombing campaigns 
that claimed lives, but were 
principally targeted at property and 
infrastructure to disrupt economic 
activity. The 1993 IRA Bishopsgate 
bomb in London that resulted in 
insurance payouts of $1.2 billion  
(the biggest terrorism loss apart from 
September 11, 2001), for example, 

killed one person. The Brussels 
bombings and Paris attacks claimed 
32 and 130 victims, respectively. 

Raj Rana, Head of War and 
Terrorism at JLT Specialty, says: 
“Paris and Brussels highlight the 
changing nature of the threat. 
While there was significant property 
damage, you now have to account 
for the loss of life as well.”

The threat is also no longer 
focused on exclusively high-profile 
targets such as 9/11. As the Paris 
attacks and the Orlando nightclub 
shooting demonstrated, local cafés, 
bars, clubs and small music venues 
could be targeted. Similarly, the San 
Bernardino mass shooting in California 
in December 2015 targeted a relatively 
obscure county Department of 
Public Health training event. 

High-profile attacks
High-profile attacks still remain a real 
possibility. In March, Metropolitan 
Police Assistant Commissioner  
Mark Rowley warned the UK  
faced “enormous and spectacular 
attacks”; in November Belgian  
police discovered that the terror  
cell responsible for the Paris attacks 
had videoed an official at nuclear 
research sites.

And while the threat has spread, 
traditional targets continue to see 
attacks. Days after the Belgium 
bombings, a Taliban suicide bomber 
killed 70 in Lahore, Pakistan. In the 
Global Terrorism Database, which 
tracks terrorist incidents, the only 
European country to make the 
top 20 for the number of attacks 
between 2010 and 2014 is the UK 
– mostly as a result of attacks in 
Northern Ireland. 

Only 2.6 per cent of all terrorist 
deaths since 2000 have been in the 
West, according to the Institute for 
Economics & Peace.

For companies such as 
telecommunications provider 

“Trying to predict where the next 
attack will occur is an impossible task 
but it seems there is now an acceptance 
by many that Europe may continue to 
experience more incidents.”
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VimpelCom, headquartered in 

Amsterdam, but with operations  

in (among others) Algeria, Pakistan, 

Bangladesh and Ukraine, attacks 

in France and Belgium have done 

relatively little to change things. 

“We’ve not altered our approach 

because basically we are in areas 

where the risk is more the norm than 

the exception anyway, but it does 

keep the organisation alert for any 

unexpected political violence acts,” 

says Peter Den Dekker, Insurance 

and Risk Manager at VimpelCom.

Overall, the terrorism risk has 

grown and spread. The Global 

Terrorism Database shows a 

substantial rise overall in every  

metric over the last decade: 

the number of terrorist attacks; 

the number of fatalities; and the 

economic costs (see diagram). 

“It ’s not as if there is anyone 

particularly orchestrating this,” 

says Aleck Burrell, Head of Crisis 

and Security Consulting at NYA 

International, which provides advice 

on risks of terrorism, war and political 

violence. “It is a hydra. Just because 

there’s a number of attacks popping 

up in Europe, it doesn’t mean it has 

shifted away from elsewhere.”

Moreover, while the focus 

may increasingly be on people, 

substantial damage to property 

is still a danger. Even marauding 

gunmen can result in substantial 

property damage. For example, 

shopping mall in Kenya (and the 

security forces’ response) caused 

the 2008 attacks in Mumbai, India, 

which killed 113, also resulted in 

$172 million of insured losses; the 

2013 mass shooting at the Westgate 

losses of more than $113 million. 

Taking cover
Some aspects are better addressed 

than others by traditional terrorism 

insurance policies, which cover 

property damage and business 

interruption. Businesses must 

consider more than the direct effects 

of physical damage. Personal injury, 

potential liability claims from staff 

or customers, and indirect impacts 

on their business, such as a decline 

Businesses do not always 

have to be the direct target to be 

Following the Boston marathon 

were still under police lockdown 

three days later, restricting access. 

After the Paris attacks, the lockdown 

in Brussels cost an estimated 

bombings, meanwhile, were 

expected to see visitors drop by a 

Terrorism policies have not 

traditionally responded to such risks.

“In a standard terrorism policy, 

the trigger, even for business 

interruption, is the property 

damage,” says Rana. This is true 

in both the private market and the 

national, state-backed insurance 

pools that help ensure continued 

availability of terrorism insurance, 

such as Pool Re in the UK,  

Extremus in Germany, GAREAT  

in France and TRIPRA in the US.

Anne-Marie Fournier, a board 

member of French risk management 

association AMRAE, recently wrote:  

 

“Unfortunately GAREAT has no 

dedicated reserves, as all premiums 

are transferred to the market 

reinsuring the terrorism exposures. 

As a consequence, there is a limited 

possibility of action in order to answer 

losses without property damage.” 

In the private market, loss of 

attraction has been offered as an 

extension to some property policies, 

compensating businesses for a 

decline in revenue as a result of 

incidents close by. More generally, 

cover for denial of access (where 

people are barred from entering 

an area or building) is now widely 

included in many policies. Generally 

it ’s hard to measure the impact of 

a loss that doesn’t relate to direct 

property damage.

in visitors or customers – ‘loss of 

attraction’ – are also critical issues. 

f nancially impacted by an event. 

bombings in 2014, parts of the city 

€350 million. The recent Brussels 

f fth in the short term, according to 

market research f rm Euromonitor.

current needs for cover for f nancial 

New approaches, old tools
Insurers are now beginning to 

address this, however, with policies 

providing a range of cover, including 

non-damage business interruption, 

loss of attraction and medical 

damage (see box) . 

The challenge, again, is likely to 

be capacity, particularly for larger 

businesses. While the new policies 

are welcome, says Rana, they are 

not yet standard covers offered by all 

underwriters. This was similar when 

the chemical, biological, radioactive 

and nuclear covers were launched.

cover,” she says. It will take time for 

capacity and appetite to grow, and 

longer still for a holistic terrorism 

cover to emerge, she adds.

While they wait, businesses can 

just won’t come in a single package. 

Sam Aiken, Head of Kidnap and 

Ransom, JLT Specialty, points out 

that attacks rarely hit either people  

or property: usually they affect both 

to at least some degree.

“If terrorists target a building, 

the second-order effect is there 

is probably going to be human 

collateral involved. If they target 

expenses – without related property 

“At this point it would be diff cult 

to get limits over $25 million for this 

f nd a more comprehensive solution – it 

“Just because there’s a number  

of  attacks popping up in Europe,  

it doesn’t mean it has shif ted away  

f rom elsewhere.
”

Aleck Burell, Head of  Crisis and Security Consulting at NYA International
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people, there’s probably going to be buildings 

damaged around that.”

Businesses need to cover both. The property 

they can cover using a traditional terrorism policy. 

Their people, however, are more effectively 

covered with a kidnap and ransom policy. 

The cover is, Aiken admits, badly labelled, 

doing far more than the name suggests. 

“Kidnap and ransom are just two perils 

terrorism perspective, the policy can cover 

hostage crises such as the Bataclan Theatre 

attack [in Paris]; an armed assault such as an 

active shooter or marauding shooter; hijackings; 

and a vast array of terrorist actions that may 

affect your people,” he says. It also includes 

cover for legal liability and personal accident.

“If a business is buying a terrorism 

policy and they are more than just a land or 

property owner, they should also be buying  

a kidnap and ransom policy,” says Aiken. 

“They then have a wraparound solution 

covering their assets, their balance sheet  

and their people.”

A kidnap and ransom policy provides access 

to consultants and advice in the event of an 

services from expert crisis consultants, such as 

in the event of an incident. 

that the policy covers out of f fteen. From a 

attack. Cover includes access to 24/7 response 

NYA or Control Risks (another active in the f eld) 

Crisis management 
Whether or not they have cover, businesses 

should think in advance about how they 

would respond if an event did occur. Julia 

Graham, Technical Director at Airmic, says 

part of this is simply ensuring the business 

knows where its people are and how to 

get hold of them (as well as providing 

a way for them to contact you). But it is 

also about ensuring crisis management/

business continuity plans are well polished 

and rehearsed, because otherwise it will be 

impossible to deal with the complexity if an 

event does occur. 

Graham led the recovery team for 

insurers Royal Insurance after the IRA’s 

incredible number of moving parts, she says.

“You can think of it as a wheel of 

stakeholders, and before the event I had  

no real idea how enormous this wheel  

from quantity surveyors and architects to 

security consultants and post traumatic 

stress counsellors.” 

Moving forward Graham found herself 

in the crisis management seat for events 

Regional and New York levels. “This was  

we ran a tight integrated programme of 

crisis teams across the Atlantic and across 

personnel, business, communications and 

operations functions. 

“All teams were rehearsed and knew 

what to do but, because of the extreme 

circumstances, we needed to be agile and 

and empowerment came into play.”   

Businesses must try to build resilient 

operations so they are ready for anything, 

adds Taylor-Preston.

“On the risk management side,  

both governments and organisations  

tend to prepare for the last attack.  

We are consistently wrong-footed  

because we prepare for the last event,  

rather than the next event.” 

Manchester bomb in 1996. There was an 

was or how many spokes it had – everyone 

following 9/11 with teams operating at HQ, 

as complex and challenging as it gets – 

f exible – this was where good team choices 

■

For more inf ormation  

raj_rana@jltgroup.com

Peter Davy is a risk and insurance specialist journalist 
and former trade magazine editor.
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2014 

17,000  
approximate

 2014

44,000  
approximate

Hiscox threat policy
Offers non-damage business interruption where a 

business is evacuated, locked down or cordoned off as 

a result of a threat, even without an incident occurring. 

Indemnity against lost revenue for business 

interruption (up to a maximum of ten days)

annual aggregate

Control Risks advice to reduce the risk of loss

Control Risks post-loss assessment from its  

security specialists.

• 

• 

• 

• 

|

Up to $5 million per occurrence and $20 million 

JULY 2016 

XLCatlin threat and loss of attraction

|
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Cover for threat of a malicious act to either damage 

the insured’s property or cause bodily injury to 

Business interruption (two weeks/excess two hours) 

Evacuation following sign-off from a relevant authority 

Prevention of access 

Lockdown

Security costs.

 

Cover for loss of attraction as a result of a peril 

property causing a business interruption. 

any one risk.

directors, off cers or employees at an insured location.

within 1km of the insured premises or at a specif ed 

Business interruption (6-month indemnity period)

Up to $15 million, €15 million or £10 million for 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

XL Catlin active assailant
Insurance and crisis management services to help 

organisations prepare for the threat of a physical attack.

Business interruption, closure of premises, time 

element loss and denial of access  

Physical loss and/or damage to property  

Extra expenses involved in managing and 

recovering from an incident, including public 

relations costs; relocation expenses; counselling 

costs and/or psychiatric care; medical expenses; 

job retraining; additional security measures

any one risk.
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supply
chain

If the internal

BREAKS
If one of your offices, warehouses or plants is rendered inoperative,  

what happens to the rest of your business? 

Words by MATTHEW BROOMFIELD
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For more information  
tim_cracknell@jltgroup.com

Matthew Broomfield is a risk and insurance 
journalist and former trade-press editor.

“A company might not realise its 
interdependencies until there’s a loss,  
when suddenly damage at one seemingly 
stand-alone unit has a knock-on effect on  
the operational viability of other units.”
Adrian Brennan, Partner at Echelon Claims Consultants

TYPE OF INFORMATION (INCREMENTAL) QUALITY FREQUENCY UNDERWRITE USE

Name of direct suppliers Very basic Frequent Guess potential accumulation

Critical direct suppliers Basic Frequent

Critical direct suppliers per insured location Basic Frequent

As above with names of products Better than standard Frequent Estimate criticality

As above with locations of suppliers (Cat) Better than standard Fairly rare Worst-case accumulation assessment

As above with flow diagrams with volumes Good Fairly rare More quantitative assessment

As above with flow diagrams with earnings/profits Good Rare

As above with critical points/alternatives Good Rare

Contingent business interruption studies with critical points Best practice Rare

Full up-to-date business continuity plan (BCP) Ideal Very rare Full risk and accumulation assessment

What an underwriter wants – and what they usually receive

t This table maps the information 
underwriters usually see compared 
with what they ideally need in order to 
underwrite properly. As indicated at the 
bottom of the table, underwriters would 
ideally like detailed Contingent Business 
Interruption (CBI) studies including 
critical points, good flow charts showing 
insurable gross profits, products and 
locations of the internal and external 
suppliers and customers and alternative 
sources. (Source: SCOR Global P&C)

Supply chain risks have been 
a hot topic in recent years. 
But risks relating to corporate 

interdependencies – internal supply 
chains – are less often discussed, 
despite being on the rise. With 
more companies taking areas of 
production back in-house, a failure 
to map out interdependencies could 
leave companies with unexpectedly 
severe business interruption and 
financial losses following disruption 
to one of their locations.

As operations are brought back 
in-house they often go from being 
dual-sourced (sourced from two 
or more places) to single-sourced 
(produced in a single site), thereby 
increasing the concentration of risk, 
and often reducing risk mitigation.

“A company might not realise 
its interdependencies until there’s a 
loss, when suddenly damage at one 
seemingly stand-alone unit has a 
knock-on effect on the operational 
viability of other units,” says  
Adrian Brennan, Partner at Echelon 
Claims Consultants.

Some companies, for example, 
keep some of their intellectual 
property on a single site, says Tim 
Cracknell, Head of Risk Consulting 
at JLT Specialty. “One civil aircraft 
engine manufacturer, for example, 
has one specialist operation in the 
UK that produces unique parts for 
one of their best-selling models. The 
expensive production technology and 
secret process used for this single 
aircraft part is a crucial component 

within the overall engine. So if the site 
was inoperative, say because of a 
fire, the construction of hundreds of 
engines and the aircraft for which they 
are being built could be delayed for 
many months.” The issue is seen when 
one location is interdependent upon 
an entirely different type of location.  

For example, a JLT Specialty 
luxury brands client has a mill that 
produces bespoke cloth for iconic 
garments, and a separate factory 
where the garments are assembled. 

“The activities of the mill and the 
factory are very different, very 
separate, but without one, the other 
cannot function,” says Cracknell.

End-to-end exposures
A company with two or more 
interdependent sites should have 
an interdependency clause in its 
insurance policy. More generally, 
companies should conduct a 
business interruption review with 
their broker and insurer, to discuss 
how their insurance policies 
would deal with a loss involving 
interdependent locations.  

Brennan recently worked on a 
flood loss for a UK manufacturer – 
the second flood loss the company 
had incurred. The company has 
various manufacturing units situated 
around the UK. When they were 
flooded, the company’s main unit 
was insured on a stand-alone  
basis and didn’t have cover for group 
interdependencies. “The company 
was therefore unable to recover 

end-to-end margins. They were 
not operating their transfer pricing 
margin, so they were only able to 
achieve part recovery through their 
insurance. However, the company 
has now arranged group insurance, 
so interdependency between 
manufacturing and selling units is 
recognised,” says Brennan.

When buying insurance for 
interdependent units or locations, 
companies should consider:

1. How to set sums insured  
for individual entities within  
the group.

2. The end-to-end exposure  
in the event of a loss.

It should be noted that the 
interdependency coverage can  
also be beneficial to insurers.  
The lack of it can cause inequity  
as seen in the following example.   
A claim arose in Thailand, following 
the 2011 floods, which affected a 
single manufacturing plant, owned 
by a Chinese group. The damaged 
plant was insured on a stand-alone 
basis and, to mitigate the loss, some 
of the production transferred to the 
Chinese group.

“It was unclear whether sales 
generated subsequently in China 
should have been used to reduce 
the Thai insurance claim but the 
stand-alone basis of coverage meant 
that the financial benefits gained 
elsewhere in the group could not 
strictly be taken into account,”  
says Brennan.

Critical thinking
So what can companies do to  
better understand their exposures? 
Ideally companies would map 
out and quantify all of their 
interdependencies, and specialists 
in the insurance market can provide 
this service through their business 
interruption consultants.  

“Further, companies should 
establish disaster scenarios and 
develop associated business 

continuity plans, so that key staff 
know how to manage and respond 
in the event of knock-on business 
interruption in the fastest most 
favourable manner to the group,” 
says Cracknell. Speaking about 
the challenges in underwriting 
interdependency risks in the  
Energy Sector, Michel Krenzer, 
Onshore Energy Manager, EMEA 
team SCOR Global Property & 
Casualty, says companies are often  
not able to provide a detailed enough 
picture of existing interdependencies.

He says companies should, at 
the least, understand and present: 

• What interdependencies  
are critical?

• What quantities flow from 
one location/unit to another 
and at what frequency?

• What mitigations are 
in place if one of these 
interdependencies  
is interrupted?

“Ask yourself, what if there is a 
problem in getting materials from 
one location or plant to another? Is 
that critical or not? Can you get the 
same production or product from 
elsewhere?” says Krenzer.  

He expanded: “even if it is not 
feasible to map out all movements, risk 
managers should work with process 
engineers and other departments to 
map out the critical junctures. Many 
companies have spent resource 
getting a better handle on their 
external supply chains. But external 
supply chains and interdependencies, 
ultimately, cannot be considered in 
isolation because they are part of 
the same wider network whereby 
a company produces and delivers 
goods and services.”

His view is that if you are only as 
strong as your weakest part, then it is 
time companies looked more closely 
at just how interrelated different parts 
of their company really are. ■
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building defence



Insurance is an important tool in an 

overall reputation risk management 

or brand as an operational or 

strategic risk and hence not one  

for transferring to a third party.  

But, as the risk is multifaceted, 

aspects of it can be transferred 

across different products including 

cyber, property damage and 

business interruption, technology 

errors and omissions, crime, special 

liability, general liability and product 

recall. Product contamination 

insurance is proving particularly 

strategy. Many f rms view reputation 

contingency, directors’ and off cers’ 

Brand reputation has never been more valuable – or vulnerable. 

Understanding the risk’s severity, your capacity to respond to it,  

and long-term monitoring of internal and external changes is key.

Words by 
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“

 

Problems can quickly escalate, and 

rumour and misreporting can reach huge 

sections of  the population quickly.

 

”
Simon Lusher, Head of  Food & Agri Practice at JLT Specialty

BRAND REPUTATION  |  

R
eputational risk can be 

brand’s reputation in the 

eyes of customers, employees 

and other stakeholders (investors, 

regulators, partners) .

Company directors have always 

been concerned about the reputation 

of their companies and products.  

But now, with the growth of social 

much less time to respond to events.

“Problems can quickly escalate 

and rumour and misreporting can 

reach huge sections of the population 

quickly,” says Simon Lusher, Head of 

Food & Agri Practice at JLT Specialty. 

“The public are more attuned 

to issues such as the environment, 

fair working conditions and 

unscrupulous marketing practices, 

and can use social media to 

organise campaigns and boycotts. 

There is also more consumer choice, 

so companies with reputational 

issues quickly feel the impact on 

their sales.”

def ned as any threat to a 

media and 24-hour news, they have 

Decision time
The insurance market has the 

appetite to insure the risk, but only a 

relatively limited number of insurers 

says Edel Ryan, Head of Media & 

Entertainment at JLT Specialty.

“There are few players capable 

of offering capacity in the market, so 

it is necessary for many insurers to 

team up in order to offer the capacity 

that companies need to cover 

reputation risks,” says Ryan.

Success is not measured in 

writing the perfect policy wording, 

but in building and designing a 

“The responsibility for a brand’s 

 

it is the C-Suite who have a duty to 

the shareholders and stakeholders 

to protect the brand.

“Our role is to engage with those 

responsible for protecting the brand 

consider a threat,” says Ryan.

In the food and agriculture 

sector, a well-managed product 

recall, with good PR, can prevent 

longer lasting damage, says Lusher. 

A brand’s reputation might even be 

enhanced after a prompt reaction to 

a contamination issue, Lusher adds. 

However, Lusher also acknowledges 

that reputational issues around 

marketing and manufacturing 

strategies are harder to rectify.

“Examples include a well-known 

multinational that was marketing baby 

formula in Africa in a manner that the 

media perceived to be unethical. 

“Salt and sugar are also 

getting a lot of media attention and 

companies that are seen, or are 

deemed, to be adding too much 

unwelcome scrutiny. At the primary 

production level, concerns about 

the environmental impact of farming, 

pesticides, animal welfare and animal 

prevail,” says Lusher.

Within the communications, 

technology and media sector, there 

are a range of events that could 

damage corporate reputation, from 

data theft or loss from network 

interruptions (loss of service) through 

to controversy over ethics, tax and 

corporate structures or breach of 

contract or regulations.

have the f exibility to do it well, 

package to f t the company’s 

identif ed risk, Ryan adds.

reputation rests in the boardroom – 

and hear f rst-hand the risks they 

may f nd themselves subject to 

feed – after the BSE controversy – 

Building resilience
Airmic’s Roads to Resilience study 

one of which is the ability to 

anticipate problems and see things 

in a different way to help develop 

study refers to as ‘risk radar’.

Kasper Ulf Nielsen, Executive 

Partner of Reputation Institute, says 

reputation risk management should 

consider three core areas: 

organisation to respond to it 

3. A process to track and 

over the long term. 

“A reputation risk framework 

starts with an assessment of 

the magnitude the risk will have 

on perception, and likelihood of 

to prioritisation and action,” 

Nielsen says. “Reputation risk 

measurement to identify the risk 

areas, then workshops with key 

internal stakeholders to assess the 

capabilities to address the issue 

should it become a reality.”

Once the magnitude of each risk 

and the likelihood of it becoming 

reality has been assessed, the 

plan for each risk, considering 

activities and making decisions on 

resources and investment.

“Assessing readiness includes 

identifying who is responsible for 

responding to reputation risks, 

comparing the company’s processes 

to industry best practice and 

communicating any changes across 

the organisation,” adds Nielsen.

reputation risk management 

programme is monitoring its 

performance to ensure that risks  

are being mitigated.

highlights f ve principles of resilience, 

an early warning system – what the 

1. The severity of the risk

2. The capacity of the 

respond to specif c issues 

the specif c risks, which leads 

identif cation starts with reputation 

company can set a specif c action 

The f nal element of the 

Find the trigger



 Source: Deloitte, 2014 global survey on reputation risk

Loss of revenue has been identif ed 

because it directly ref ects how many 

many other factors can inf uence 

when a crisis occurs. Quick money 

as the most suitable metric for 

measuring the impact of a scandal, 

says Ulrike Raible, Underwriter at 

Munich Re, Special Enterprise Risks, 

customers turn away from the brand 

and buy elsewhere.

“We do not build our solution 

on changes in share price because 

that. A fall in revenue is less volatile, 

but we still need to establish direct 

links to the event.” This can be 

achieved by employing forensic 

accountants to consider factors  

such as the economic environment 

or new competition. Customers 

can also be surveyed to determine 

whether they have changed their 

purchasing decisions.

These actions are taken 

within weeks rather than months, 

concludes Raible. “Liquidity suffers 

is needed. Forensic accountants tell 

us that, as soon as they receive the 

reporting data from the client, they 

can complete their assessment  

very quickly.” ■

For more inf ormation  

edel_ryan@jltgroup.com

Paul Golden has worked for national 
newspapers, trade magazines,  
agencies and research companies.
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Learning from the aviation sector

|  

effective in supporting companies to 

manage a recall event, Lusher says. 

indemnity to meet the costs of the 

recall and rehabilitation expenses 

provides access to experienced 

crisis consultants who can guide a 

business through the whole process, 

including managing the media and 

general public.”

However, the triggers for 

product contamination insurance are 

restrictive. The policy responds to a 

contamination that is likely to cause 

bodily injury or property damage 

the presence of horsemeat in a 

burger, would not cause harm to the 

consumer and therefore would not 

trigger the policy.

“We are achieving some success 

in broadening these triggers, but 

generally it is fair to say that recall, 

even with adverse publicity and 

rehabilitation cover, cannot be relied 

upon to support a business suffering 

reputational damage,” says Lusher.

Insurers are increasingly partnering 

with crisis management specialists 

to help companies to manage crises 

and limit reputation damage.

“We are working with customers 

and insurers to broaden cover to 

include situations where recall would 

be done for reputational reasons,” says 

Kiran Nayee, Partner at JLT Specialty.

“This involves asking clients 

about their reputational concerns 

that address those concerns.”

However, this has to be carefully 

should not be able to claim just 

because customers don’t like a  

commercial risk.”

The key to adoption and 

development is integration 

into existing risk management 

arrangements. For a stand-alone 

solution, value may be added 

where the product can transfer risk 

elements that simply aren’t possible 

on other types.

“Not only does it provide f nancial 

after the event – the policy also 

– yet reputational issues, such as 

and trying to f nd bespoke wordings 

def ned, Nayee adds. “A company 

new product colour – that is 

Loss of revenue

Malaysia Airlines is perhaps the best example of a company that has 

suffered considerable reputational damage as a result of the incidents 

beyond its control. 

to Kuala Lumpur was shot down over Ukraine.

While the airline industry doesn’t buy revenue protection coverage 

liability cover) , William Smith, JLT Specialty’s UK Aerospace CEO, says 

other industries can learn from the rapidity and thoroughness of airlines’ 

responses to such incidents.

“Every airline has a disaster management programme, which 

includes sending specialist teams to the site of the incident and airport 

“These programmes are regularly tested and include media 

management to reduce the negative impact on the brand.”

In March 2014, Flight 370 from Kuala Lumpur to Beij ing disappeared 

an hour after take-off and in July of that year Flight 17 from Amsterdam 

(instead insuring the value of the aircraft and taking signif cant levels of 

from which the f ight departed to assist families,” he explains. 

Top three reputation risk drivers of concern

q
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EL NIÑOla niña

Last year there were 346 
natural disasters around 
the world, according to 

USAid, claiming 22,773 lives. The 
largest disaster of 2015 in terms 
of mortality was the earthquake 
in Nepal. However, compared to 
previous years, most notably 2011, 
the economic and insured cost of 
natural disasters was not as high  
at around $66.5 billion.

Many of the events were 
caused as global weather patterns 
deviated from climate norms. 
Extreme weather events, including 
many attributed to the El Niño 
phenomenon, also caused supply 
chain disruptions and threatened 
business continuity in multiple 
regions, revealed the British 
Standards Institution’s global  
supply chain intelligence report.

In fact, 2015’s top-five natural 
disasters caused $33 billion  
of damage to businesses,  
the report concluded.

Although those are not all 
directly attributable to the El Niño 
phenomenon, the recent wildfires 
around Alberta in Canada have 
been attributed to a perfect storm 
of weather factors, resulting from 
the El Niño pattern. The warm 
winter, combined with an early snow 
melt and the traditional high winds 
resulted in weeks of wildfires. 

The consequent evacuation 
of the oilfields that accounts for 
nearly 25 per cent of Canada’s 
oil production (800,000 bbl/
day at peak production) will have 
considerable business interruption 
cost. Considering production was 
offline for approximately three weeks, 

at $40/bbl, that equates to roughly 
$675 million of lost production.

However, last year’s pattern is 
set to change in 2016 as the world’s 
weather flips from an El Niño pattern 
into a La Niña cycle. 

The speed of this change will 
affect the regional impact of natural 
catastrophes later in the year, says 
Josh Darr, Senior Vice President and 
Lead Meteorologist, Catastrophe 
Exposure and Risk Management 
Services at JLT Re (North America).

Although predicting the weather 
contains a measure of uncertainty, 
the signs all herald a quick 
change between the two climate 
regimes, says Darr. A good time for 
businesses to check their insurance 
coverage and make sure it will be fit 
for purpose if more extreme weather 
events lie ahead. 

With the world’s weather expected to flip from an El Niño pattern into 
a La Niña cycle, is your business ready for the potential impact? 

Words by LIZ BOOTH

how weather changes could  
affect your business
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Food shortages
The flip from El Niño to La Niña 
could affect food distribution –  
a growing global concern. 

The Group on Earth 
Observations’ US Co-Chair, Dr 
Kathryn Sullivan, Administrator 
of the US National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 
recently stated: “Concerns over food 
and water security are rising globally. 
Ensuring agricultural industries 
around the world have access to 
the best science, data, tools and 
resources is essential as we work to 
increase food security and mitigate 
the effects of droughts and floods.”

La Niña shifts the jet stream 
north during the summer growing 
season, increasing the risk of hot 
and dry weather across portions  
of the Northern Hemisphere 
agriculture belts. Too much sun  
and too little rain could spell 
problems for regions such as  
the central US, the Chinese corn  
belt or for portions of Europe 
eastward through the Russian  
grain belt. 

The last time a strong La Niña 
took hold, for example, Russia was 
forced to stop exporting wheat, 
resulting in massive price hikes  
for its main customers across the 
Middle East in 2011, notes Darr. 
“A lot of research suggests this 
ultimately played a role in the start  
of the Arab Spring.” 

But it is not necessarily all bad 
news: a La Niña event typically also 
brings a beneficial Indian monsoon 
season, with plenty of rain to provide 
a good harvest there. 

Hot water
Warmer sea waters have also  
had an impact: for example, in the 
southern Pacific aquaculturists have 
been hit hard by an algae bloom, 
which has destroyed millions of 
farmed salmon, already resulting  
in $800 million of losses.

Most of these farms were 
insured, thanks to a high degree of 
sophistication among the owners. 
But there are concerns for those 
further along the supply chain  
who are often removed from the 
physical trigger required by many 
insurance policies.

The power sector faces very 
similar issues. Changing weather 
patterns are impacting both supply 
and demand. A La Niña event could 
help hydro power stations in areas 
like India, as rains begin to fall, Darr 
says. However, a lack of water in 
parts of the northern hemisphere, 
due to an exceptionally warm spring 
and early snowpack melt, could limit 
supply of hydro power, at a time 
when demand for air conditioning 
and refrigeration peaks.

“For a power station this can 
mean increased cost of fuel or lack 
of supply, though heavy rain can 

flood mines and flood plants,”  
says Christopher Taylor, Account 
Handler, Property, Casualty, Mining 
and Power at JLT. “The inability 
to supply can also affect power 
purchase agreements.”

Conversely, mild winter and  
cool summers can reduce the need  
for heating and air-conditioning and 
substantially reduce expected revenue. 

Innovation is key
Given the economic consequences 
of volatile weather patterns, clients 
need bespoke weather solutions that 
form agnostic, nimble and affordable 
protection in a variety of landscapes. 

For example, an unexpectedly 
warm US winter in the North East 
resulted in lower than average coat 
sales, as retailers built up large 
inventories and cut prices drastically. 
A bespoke weather solution could 
smooth out a client’s revenue by 
hedging its weather volatility.  

In other terms, clients benefit from  
a capped exposure for regular 
weather events. Such products  
are efficient in terms of both time 
and cost, which allows for ease  
of execution.

The application of bespoke 
weather solutions is broad and 
currently being explored globally  
and across various industries,  
such as agriculture, logistics,  
marine, construction and 
development, and energy and 
renewables. For instance, a 
product for a utility company 
could be structured to trigger 
when the following events occur 
simultaneously: a forced power 
outage lasts for a specified period  
of time: when the temperature  
drops below a certain threshold;  
the price of electricity is over an 
agreed-upon value. This solution  
is an example of how a weather  

product could assist a utility 
company with forced outages  
at times of peak demand in the  
energy markets.

Ryan Fitzpatrick, COO at  
Jardine Lloyd Thompson Capital 
Markets, says: “The flexibility of 
our solutions – often taking various 
forms as either traditional policies, 
swaps (risk for premium), or even 
bonds – provides clients with a 
cost-efficient, innovative risk transfer 
structure. For instance, some of  
our products feature a two-way 
payment with multiple triggers.  
That structure offers a different  
way of thinking about risk transfer 
than the traditional premium 
and payout model. If a client is 
concerned with aggregate weather 
events, which may be linear or  
non-linear, then a two-way payment 
structure may be the most elegant 
way of dealing with this weather 
issue. Other innovative structures 
can utilise secondary triggers such  
as commodities.

“For example sugar producers 
could benefit from a product that 
triggers if rainfall is under a certain 
threshold and the price of sugar  
is above a predetermined value.” 

Lastly, bespoke parametric 
structures can not only transfer 
weather-related risks but can 
also limit business interruption, 
contingent business interruption  
and even community interruption. 
Other solutions can have multiple 
triggers, which limit exposures. 
Fitzpatrick finds that innovation  
is often the key to covering  
volatile natural events. He believes 
the challenge often lies in a 
combination of events, leading  
to a perfect storm.

“A corporation’s supply chain, 
stockpiles, assets and potential  
sales can all be impacted indirectly 
by weather events – and not 
necessarily extreme events but  
those just outside normal 
parameters,” says Fitzpatrick.

“Accessing the capital markets 
to provide innovative solutions 
to cover all bases is gaining 
momentum. Traditional insurance 
can leave gaps in cover, whereas  
the capital market solutions look  
to plug those.” ■

“ The flip from El Niño to La Niña 
could affect food distribution –  
a growing global concern.”
Simon Lusher, Head of Food & Agri Practice at JLT Specialty

El Niño, La Niña 

El Niño and La Niña are opposite phases of what is known as the 
El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) cycle. La Niña is sometimes 
referred to as the cold phase of ENSO and El Niño as the warm 
phase of ENSO. El Niño and La Niña episodes typically last nine 
to twelve months, but some prolonged events may last for several 
years. El Niño and La Niña events occur on average every two to 
seven years. “Since the early 2000s, the global climate has been 
more conducive for La Niña events. In the 1980s and 1990s  
ocean and atmospheric conditions were more conducive for strong  
El Niño events.”

 Source: US’s National Ocean Service
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La Niña climate impacts

December – February

June – August

El Niño in action

El Niño has had a far-reaching impact in Colombia, causing drier 

conditions across the South American state and exacerbating 

the impact of the lower-than-average rainfall that the country has 

Three-quarters of Colombia’s electricity production comes from 

hydro-electricity so the lack of rain has had far-reaching impacts.

The current energy situation has resulted in the energy minister 

resigning and has also impacted peace deals with Farc Rebels, 

thanks to falling popularity of the current president. Neighbouring 

Venezuela is in an economic crisis, leaving many fearing that 

Colombia could be on the same path. 

off-guard due to the current high price of power, magnifying the 

business interruption costs.

The insurance market has played a vital role in the rapid response 

to bring the plant back online, including an early release of funds to 

facilitate the purchase of goods and services.

experienced in the last few years. This has left reservoirs at 60.8 

per cent of total capacity, 2.3 per cent down on year-on-year levels. 

A recent f re at a large Colombian hydro plant has further 

amplif ed the power problem. The resulting claim has caught some 

� Source: International Research Institute f or Climate and Society

Cool and dry  Cool  Wet  Cool and wet

Warm and wet  Dry  Warm  Warm and dry

For more inf ormation  

josh.darr@jltre.com

Liz Booth is a freelance journalist specialising 
in risk and insurance issues. 

� Source: NOAA Climate.gov
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Impact on rainfall
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Airlines have experienced years of low insurance rates and 

easy renewals, despite a string of high-profile and tragic 

incidents. But now is not the time for complacency.

Words by MATT FORD

airlines 
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Airlines’ safety has generally 

and a safer f eet of aircraft.

through a broker?’ 

risk managers don’t become 

improved dramatically,  

and big investment in new 

technology has paid dividends  

by reducing losses.  

Most risk managers are 

approaching their insurance 

renewals with good loss experience 

Against this background, risk 

managers have the opportunity  

to look at more than just price  

with rates at such historic lows, 

more and more are looking to 

broaden their coverage.

Inevitably some buyers may  

be asked by their management:  

‘Do we still really need to go  

“Despite our obvious bias, 

it should be clear to all that the 

answer is a resounding yes,”  

says Smith. It is vital that 

complacent, he adds. While 

insurance is certainly cheap and 

it seems nothing will spook the 

market, risks in the sector are 

changing and no-one can afford  

to stop interrogating what they  

are buying, he adds.

Many aspects of aviation  

are becoming increasingly 

complex. For example, although 

there has not yet been a major 

cyber event the risk is present  

and growing. And, while safer, 

more expensive aircraft are  

helping to reduce losses,  

repairing them can be costly.

As a result, specialist products 

are becoming more important –  

a trend that will only continue as  

the sector becomes more 

international and more high-tech.

Risk managers need to 

take advantage of their current, 

fortunate position. They should 

look at their cover, ask whether 

it is good value and build a long-

term partnership with their insurer 

that may help protect them from 

unexpected turns in the market.

“All brokers will aim to get  

the best price with the best  

security, but at JLT Specialty 

that is where the service starts,”  

says Smith. 

“It is at the bottom of the  

market that risk managers may  

need brokers the most. A good 

broker can ensure risk managers 

are getting the best service when 

margins are thin. They can also 

ensure strong market relations  

and the best cover, conditions  

and structure is in place to  

prepare their risk placement for  

any turn in market conditions.”

  

william_smith@jltgroup.com

 ■
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Matt Ford is a regular contributor to the risk 
and insurance trade press. 
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 I think their economy is good 

and will get better when sanctions 

are properly lif ted. It will grow,  

and that means people will fl y.

 

”

|

William Smith, JLT Specialty ’s Aerospace CEO

  AVIATION   |  

T
he aviation sector continues 

to defy expectations. 

and costs high. But business is 

booming and insurance is still 

being bought at historically low 

prices, despite widespread global 

insecurity and some tragic events 

– exactly the kind of events people 

were only recently predicting would 

be game changers for the market. 

For example, over a few short 

months in 2014 Malaysia Airlines 

 

was shot down over Ukraine killing 

all on board and AirAsia Flight 

QZ8501 plunged into the sea. 

But, against expectations,  

and because of the capacity 

available, the market took the 

hits and carried on. Subsequent 

tragedies, such as Germanwings 

9525 or the Russian Airbus blown 

up over Sinai have barely affected 

insurance rates.

In fact, since 9/11 rates have 

been low despite SARS, Ebola, 

the rise of Isis, the activities of Al 

Qaeda, the Icelandic Ash Cloud – 

and a global economic crisis. 

Larger planes, much lower fuel 

prices and increasing passenger 

numbers have all been factors.  

But by far the biggest factor is 

that there are more and more 

customers every year, as the  

world grows richer and more 

people can afford to travel.

class will have more than double 

in size, from 2 billion to 4.9 billion – 

according to research by Dr Homi 

Kharas at the Brookings Institute – 

and these people will want to  

get on planes.

Most of this growth will take 

place outside the West, spreading 

wealth around the world and 

changing fundamentally the 

geography of consumption from 

the United States and Europe  

to Asia. This is where the sector  

is expected to experience  

massive growth.

Competition may be f erce 

f ight MH370 disappeared off 

the radar with all on board; MH17 

There were also signif cant losses 

in f ghting at Tripoli airport, Libya.

By 2030 the world’s middle 

New destinations 
Measured by revenue, the industry 

has doubled over the past decade, 

according to the International  

Air Transport Association. Much 

of the growth has been driven 

by budget carriers, which now 

account for around a quarter of 

the worldwide market and have 

expanded rapidly in emerging 

markets, especially Asia.

There are also new opportunities 

coming on-stream for the sector 

with the opening up of Iran to the 

world as US sanctions potentially 

come to an end.  

 

 

 

so they will need to spend a lot to  

re-equip and they have plenty of 

money to spend,” says William 

CEO. “I think their economy is 

good and will only get better when 

sanctions are properly lifted. It will 

Though there are serious  

global risks facing airlines, their 

impact on a sector experiencing 

such overall growth is, so far, not 

what analysts expected, says 

Greg Boothright, Partner at JLT 

Specialty. “For example, we know 

that the world is a more connected 

place for terrorist organisations.  

They are still very motivated  

to attack the airline network,  

simply because so much effort  

has been made to keep it safe, 

which means the propaganda of 

the deed would be all the greater.” 

However, because aviation 

is a global entity – and, from an 

insurance perspective, no-one 

writes the whole market – losses 

are generally concentrated  

 

so problems can be absorbed  

and the overall sector is not 

fundamentally affected.

from $369 billion in 2004 to a 

projected $746 billion in 2014, 

“They have a very old f eet of aircraft, 

Smith, JLT Specialty’s Aerospace 

grow, and that means people will f y.”

on specif c organisations, 

Staying vigilant
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BUILDING
A COLLABORATIVE future

The UK government’s commitment to promoting greater collaboration in the 
construction industry will affect the spread of risks and insurance requirements

Words by PAUL GOLDEN
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The diverse UK construction 
industry contributed £103 
billion in economic output 

and employed around 2.1 million 
workers in 2014, according to 
the House of Commons’ report, 
Construction industry: statistics 
and policy. In order to develop 
the UK’s competitive advantage 
in construction services, the 
government has set out plans to 
achieve a world-leading position in 
building information modelling (BIM).

BIM is a digital technology 
process that allows all parties to a 
contract to work in a collaborative 
way. It uses real-time, dynamic 
building modelling software working 
in 3D, 4D or 5D, embedding key 
product and asset data to increase 
productivity and efficiency, save 
costs in the design and construction 
stages, and to reduce running costs 
after construction.

Collaboration
The degree of collaboration 

between parties is defined by three 
BIM levels:
Level 1 – typically comprises a 

mixture of 3D CAD for concept 
work and 2D for drafting of 
statutory approval documentation 
and production information 

Level 2 – all parties use their 
own 3D models, but do not 
work on a single, shared 
model of the project. This 
level of BIM may utilise 4D 
construction sequencing and/
or 5D cost information. The 
UK government’s BIM strategy 
paper calls for the industry to 
achieve level 2 BIM by 2016.

Level 3 – full integration and 
collaboration between all 
disciplines and contractors via a 
shared project model, held in a 
centralised repository. All parties 
have access to, and the ability to 
modify, the model. 
“The vast majority of projects in 

the UK are at BIM level 1. There are 
some exemplar level 2 projects but in 
practice level 3, does not yet exist,” 
says Dan Rennison, Head of Design 
Management at Costain. “However, 
we are supporting some of our 
customers to develop BIM and digital 
strategies to be ready for the future.”

The benefits of BIM include 

improved efficiency throughout the 
project life cycle making construction 
processes quicker, safer and better 
quality as well as enabling parties 
to identify potential challenges or 
problems before work begins.

However, in BIM, the exchange 
of information is as critical as the 
exchange of geometric design.  
This closer collaboration raises 
questions about which party would 
be liable in the event of an incident 
or loss. Where a professional makes 
an error relating to BIM and a liability 
arises as a result, a professional 
indemnity (PI) policy would respond 
as there are no specific exclusions 
relating to BIM, says Andrew 
Harrison-Sleap, Senior Partner in 
Construction at JLT Specialty.

However, Harrison-Sleap notes 
that there are other risks to consider, 
such as:

• Who owns the BIM model 
and how it is insured 

• Intellectual property rights 
(PI does not protect the 
policyholder in the event of 
someone breaching their 
intellectual property rights)

• Software compatibility.
James Tuplin, QBE Cyber Portfolio 

Manager, agrees that risks associated 
with BIM will sit under PI policies. 
These will provide cover for liability 
for losses between the client and the 
system host and/or losses between 
the host and sub-contractors.

However, most construction PI 
policies are based on the premise 
of professional service, Tuplin adds. 
“Contractors may therefore need 
to look at their policies to ensure 
that the activities of hosting BIM are 
considered a professional service. 
Also, first-party losses would not be 
covered, in which case they [clients] 
should look at cyber policies.”

At levels 1 and 2, traditional 
risk allocation in contract wording is 
maintained, adds Andrew Thornton, 
Partner in the Construction Division 

at JLT Specialty. “But level 3 would 
probably involve a more collaborative 
approach to contracting and greater 
sharing of risk and reward, which we 
would refer to as an alliance contract.”

There is still a degree of uncertainty 
around how, at level 3, the insurance 
programme will be modified, he 
continues. “The structure is likely to 
be similar to what currently exists 
with alliance contracts, where risk 
is shared between the employer, 
contractor and consultants.”

This is an area where Thornton 
feels that, as with Alliance contracting, 
the insurance fraternity has a lot 
to offer the construction industry 
in terms of best practice sharing 
and risk transfer products that can 
facilitate contractual solutions.

Under BIM, non-disclosure 
agreements will be a vital component 
in ensuring that clients have recourse 
if their intellectual property is used 
inappropriately, Tuplin notes.

“The main contractor will bear the 
greatest responsibility because it is 
hosting the system and the data, so 
the other parties need to make clear 
that the contractor is responsible for 
ensuring that the system is accessible 
and secure,” he says. “However, 
there is a lesser liability for every 
company with access to the system 
to ensure their access details are 
secured, and that will need to be 
specified in the contract.”

Protecting your business
Use of an appropriate BIM protocol 
is likely to be an important factor 
in providing comfort to insurers, 
says Jonathan Brown, Partner at 
Clyde & Co. A BIM protocol is a 
supplementary legal agreement that 
is incorporated into professional 
services appointments and 
construction contracts by means of 
a simple amendment. “Contractors 
and professionals would be well 
advised to discuss the BIM protocol 
they propose to use with their brokers 

and insurers, particularly if a bespoke 
wording is proposed,” says Brown. 
“It will also be important to discuss 
with insurers if it is proposed that 
the insured be appointed as, for 
example, Information Manager under 
the Construction Industry Council 
BIM Protocol – a role that involves 
tasks such as managing the process 
of information exchange, policing 
compliance with the protocol and 
security of the BIM model.”

From a contractor perspective, 
BIM offers cost certainty, increased 
productivity and improved quality 
and safety, says Costain’s Director 
of Digital Operations, Matt Blackwell. 
“In terms of where responsibility 
for additional costs that result from 
the model being incorrect lies, the 
risk of errors and omissions in the 
information lies with the author.”

John McVeigh, Managing Director 
of risk management consultancy 
MYR Consulting, also recommends 
contractors clarify the role they intend 
to play in relation to management and 
coordination of the BIM model and 
communicate this to insurers. 

“The use of standard industry 
controls for managing how BIM is to 
be delivered, how information is to 
be managed and the competency of 
the design supply chain should have 
a positive impact on insurers’ views 
of control in the BIM environment,” 
he concludes. “A key challenge is 
the variability of BIM capability within 
the supply chain, so consideration 
should be given to organising 
meetings with stakeholders to provide 
insight into practices and culture.”

The construction industry is 
clearly taking important steps in 
embracing BIM and the future of 
technology in the construction 
process. However, this is a fluid 
situation and it is apparent that there 
remain areas, particularly in relation to 
greater collaboration, where solutions 
have yet to be fully developed.  

As a consequence, it is important 
that a disciplined risk managed 
approach is maintained throughout. ■

For more information  
david_cahill@jltgroup.com

Paul Golden has worked for national 
newspapers, trade magazines, agencies  
and research companies.

“A key challenge is the variability of  
BIM capability within the supply chain.”
John McVeigh, Managing Director of MYR Consulting
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THINKINGahead

Valuable-asset companies  
are as subject to increases  
in technology as most  

other industries. Risks will become 
more cyber-oriented, and so will the 
security and risk mitigation measures.

For example, the days where  
a criminal would use a truck to 
pull an ATM off the wall are being 
surpassed by other methods of 
attack. Nowadays that ATM is 
far more likely to be targeted by 
malware, which will remove the 
monies without any physical trace.

Equally, technology is now far 
more central to security measures 
and risk mitigation – whether it’s 
enhancements in number plate 
recognition, greater remote monitoring 
capabilities or personalised 
technology, such as biometrics.

People risks
While the deployment of technology 
will be a key battleground for 
valuable-asset companies in their 
fight against criminals, this should 
not distract companies from the 
importance of their human capital.

The recruitment, continuing 
training and care of your workforce 
is still vitally important. Aside from 
potentially leaking information that 
could be abused by would-be 
criminals, unengaged or dissatisfied 
workers are also more likely to 
commit human errors, or even 
outright sabotage.

Your human capital can also  
be a strength however, if you  
recruit good people, treat them  
well, train them correctly and equip 
them with good contingency plans. 

So what can be done to 
optimise your workforce as a  
form of risk mitigation? As well as 
regular refresher training courses, 
checks and procedures, operational 
segregation, physical security  
such as smart water and CCTV  
and substantial vaults, we’ve  
started to see clients invest more  
in activities and programmes to 
improve employees’ engagement  
and wellbeing.

The challenges of recruiting  
and maintaining a highly skilled 
workforce are often amplified  
when a company has several offices 
spread over many countries – each 
with a slightly different cultural and 
social climate.

In such cases, it’s vital that the 
recruitment and management of 
human capital reflects the company’s 
broader values and also the cultural 
and social particulars of the region 
the offices are based in.

When opening an office in a  
new territory, it’s advisable for 
them to try to source at least 
some employees from the local 
community. This can help to create 
a sense of identification and loyalty 
between that community and the 
company, which might otherwise  

be more likely to be perceived as 
‘fair-game’ by potential criminals.

Growing competition
The Fine Art, Jewellery and 
Specie insurance sector has 
undergone considerable mergers 
and acquisitions (M&A) activity, as 
evidenced by the mergers between 
XL and Catlin, and Mitsui and Amlin.

Unlike some other parts of the 
insurance market, however, this M&A 
activity seems to be driven more by 
a desire to gain market share, rather 
than cost-saving consolidation. 

Obviously this is good for 
buyers, but it should not lead to 
complacency. In order to be resilient 
against market changes, insurance 
buyers should ask themselves 
whether their carrier has got good 
longevity and a strong balance 
sheet. And do they have a good 
knowledge of the business, with 
a background in paying claims in 
difficult times?

And does your insurer really 
know of the security investment 
taking place within your business? 
Having done the hard work of 
investing in your people, as well as 
technology, don’t forget to tell your 
broker and insurer. ■

IT upgrades, human capital  
and your valuable assets
Many valuable-asset companies are paying more attention to new 
technology and the growing range of cyber risks. But this should  
not distract them from the importance of their human capital. 

For more information 
barry_vickery@jltgroup.com

Words by BARRY VICKERY, 
Senior Partner, Fine Art, Jewellery and Specie at JLT Specialty

“The days where 
a criminal  

would use a truck 
to pull an ATM  
off the wall are 

being surpassed  
by other methods  

of attack.”
Barry Vickery, Senior Partner, 

Fine Art, Jewellery and Specie at 
JLT Specialty
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Accident & Health
Tony Ratliff 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3585 
Email  tony_ratliff@jltgroup.com

Aerospace
Nigel Weyman 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7466 1448 
Email  nigel_weyman@jltgroup.com

Business Continuity, 
Business Interruption  
& Supply Chain Risk
Tim Cracknell 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3941 
Email  tim_cracknell@jltgroup.com

 
Cargo and US Property 
Gordon Longley

Tel  +44 (0)20 7466 6555
Email  gordon_longley@jltgroup.com

Casualty 
RETAIL
Kiran Nayee  
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3029 
Email  kiran_nayee@jltgroup.com

WHOLESALE
Rupert Flury
Tel  +44 (0)20 7466 6219
Email  rupert_flury@jltgroup.com

Claims
Richard Gurney 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3880 
Email  richard_gurney@jltgroup.com

Communications, 
Technology & Media
Kiran Nayee 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3029 
Email  kiran_nayee@jltgroup.com

Construction
Richard Gurney 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3880 
Email  richard_gurney@jltgroup.com

Credit, Political  
& Security Risk
Nick Robson 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3643 
Email  nick_robson@jltgroup.com

Crisis Management
Andy Taylor-Preston
Tel  +44 (0)20 7886 5424
Email  andy_taylor-preston@jltgroup.com

Cyber Risk
Sarah Stephens
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3548
Email  sarah_stephens@jltgroup.com 

 
Echelon Claims Consultants
Candy Holland 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3230 
Email  candy_holland@echelonccl.com

Financial Institutions
Paul Towler 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3327 
Email  paul_towler@jltgroup.com

Fine Art, Jewellery & Specie
David Gordon
Tel +44 (0)20 7528 4474
Email  david_gordon@jltgroup.com

Food & Agri
Simon Lusher 
Tel +44 (0)20 7459 5550
Email simon_lusher@jltgroup.com

Global Insurance Services
Wendie Le Vey 
Tel +44 (0)20 7558 3407 
Email wendie_levey@jltgroup.com

Kidnap & Ransom
Sam Aiken
Tel  + 44 (0)20 7528 5537
Email  sam_aiken@jltgroup.com

Life Science 
James Bird
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3580
Email  james_bird@jltgroup.com

Management Liability
Kurt Rothmann
Tel +44 (0)20 7528 4961
Email  kurt_rothmann@jltgroup.com

Marine
Kevin Lugg
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3030
Email kevin_lugg@jltgroup.com

Media & Entertainment
Edel Ryan
Tel +44 (0) 20 7528 4745
Email  edel_ryan@jltgroup.com

 
Mergers & Acquisitions
Ben Crabtree 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3824 Email  
Email  ben_crabtree@jltgroup.com

Mining
Chris Stevenson
Tel  +44 (0)20 7466 6210
Email  chris_stevenson@jltgroup.com

Offshore Energy
Roger Backhouse 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7459 5518 
Email  roger_backhouse@jltgroup.com

Onshore Energy
Jeremy Swan 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7459 5662 
Email  jeremy_swan@jltgroup.com

Power
Sonia Caamaño
Tel  +44 (0)20 7466 6202
Email  sonia_caamano@jltgroup.com

Product Recall
Kiran Nayee
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3029
Email  kiran_nayee@jltgroup.com

Professional Indemnity
Adam Codrington 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3287  
Email  adam_codrington@jltgroup.com

Professional Services 
Patrick Strange 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7528 4772 
Email  patrick_strange@jltgroup.com

Property
Chris Stevenson
Tel  +44 (0) 20 7466 6210
Email  chris_stevenson@jltgroup.com

Public Sector 
Julia Reffell 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3253 
Email  julia_reffell@jltgroup.com 

Real Estate
Nigel Todd 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3549 
Email  nigel_todd@jltgroup.com

Renewables
Poul Hansen 
Tel +44 (0)20 7558 3911
Email poul_hansen@jltgroup.com

Restructuring  
& Recovery Risks
Ed Brittain
Tel +44 (0)121 626 7821
Email  ed_brittain@jltgroup.com

Retail 
Alan Midson 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3422 
Email  alan_midson@jltgroup.com

Risk Financing
Anco Accordi 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7528 4056 
Email  anco_accordi@jltgroup.com

Sport & Event Cancellation 
Duncan Fraser 
Tel  +44 (0)20 7528 4885 
Email  duncan_fraser@jltgroup.com

Terrorism &  
Political Violence
James Lloyd
Tel  +44 (0)20 7528 4709
Email  james_lloyd@jltgroup.com

Transport & Water Utilities 
Ian Thompson
Tel  +44 (0)20 7558 3497
Email  ian_thompson@jltgroup.com

For all other queries,  
please contact Lucky Lelly 
+44 (0)20 7528 4676 
lucky_lelly@jltgroup.com
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